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YOUNG TALENTED DESIGNER REQUIRED 

Netball	  Switzerland	  was	  established	  in	  2009,	  by	  a	  passionate	  group	  of	  
volunteers,	  who	  aim	  to	  provide	  women	  of	  all	  ages	  an	  opportunity	  to	  feel	  a	  
sense	  of	  achievement	  through	  their	  participation	  in	  this	  sport	  in	  Switzerland.	  

Netball is a fast growing team sport predominantly for women, and since the association 
was established the numbers of girls and women playing in Switzerland have grown 
exponentially. Netball is most popular in Commonwealth nations, specifically in schools, and 
is predominantly played by women.  It is believed that netball is played by more than 20 
million people in more than 80 countries across the world. Currently spread over both the 
French and German speaking part of the country, 20 netball centres have been established 
with a total of approximately 1000 official members, and we have had a national squad 
competing internationally representing Switzerland since 2010. 

We host a number of domestic and international competitions and events annually. 

Netball Switzerland are currently looking to do a comprehensive rebranding exercise, and 
are looking for a talented local designer who would be interested in volunteering to be 
involved in this exciting sport and make a invaluable contribution to help grow amateur 
women’s sports opportunities in Switzerland. In addition, they would be a valuable resource 
in supporting our team of volunteers who make up the Committee. 

We	  are	  looking	  for	  someone	  who	  fulfils	  the	  following	  criteria	  &	  is	  looking	  for	  
an	  exciting	  real	  project	  to	  add	  to	  their	  portfolio:	  

• Enthusiastic & ideally a lover of sport 

• Creative & talented designer, with a keen eye for detail 

• Proficient in adobe suite including Indesign, Photoshop & Illustrator 

• Confidence in Microsoft office products such as World, powerpoint & excel 

• A confident level of English is minimum. Other languages (French or German) a bonus. 

 

If	  you	  are	  interested	  in	  this	  exciting	  opportunity,	  please	  contact	  
admin@netballswitzerland.ch.	  


